Development of Canva-Based Digital Flipbook Learning Media for IPAS Subject on Respiratory System
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Abstract: The lack of utilization of technology-based learning media at SDN 1 Sendangharjo affects the learning outcomes of students. This study is a research and development study that refers to the ADDIE model (Analyze, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation). This study aims to develop and test the feasibility, practicality, and effectiveness of a Canva-based Digital Flipbook. The population in this study consisted of 46 people with 12 subjects for a small-scale test on sixth-grade students and 24 subjects for a large-scale test on fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo. Data collection techniques used were tests (pretest-posttest) and non-tests in the form of observations, questionnaires, interview results, and document data. Validation results by media, material, and language expert validators showed that the Canva-based Digital Flipbook met valid criteria. Based on the pretest-posttest results, it was found that the Canva-based Digital Flipbook is effective in improving students' learning outcomes, as shown by the increase in the average pretest score from 50 to 80 at the posttest, with an N-Gain test result of 0.61 in the medium category. Based on the response questionnaire distributed, very positive responses were obtained from teachers and students. From these results, it can be concluded that the Canva-based Digital Flipbook is effective in improving students' learning outcomes and is feasible and practical to use in IPAS learning on the respiratory system material in the fifth grade at SDN 1 Sendangharjo.
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Introduction

Natural and Social Sciences (IPAS) is one of the subjects included in the Merdeka Curriculum. The hallmark of the Merdeka Curriculum is the integration of Natural Sciences (IPA) and Social Sciences (IPS) into Natural and Social Sciences (IPAS). This integration is based on the consideration that elementary school students tend to perceive everything holistically and integrated. The merging of IPA and IPS subjects is expected to encourage students to manage the natural and social environment as a unified whole.

However, in practice, there are still issues at the elementary school level, particularly in IPAS learning, where certain materials are difficult for students to understand, making the learning less effective (Landina & Agustiana, 2022; Ružičić, 2021). This issue arises because the use of technology-based learning media has not been maximized in IPAS learning, affecting student learning outcomes (Hardiansyah & Mulyadi, 2022; Holisoh et al., 2023). Another problem in IPAS learning is the use of conventional or printed learning media, which fails to capture students' interest (Fiteriani et al., 2023). Additionally, the limited use of learning media in IPAS lessons causes students to lack critical thinking skills, which impacts their motivation and learning outcomes (Landina & Agustiana, 2022; Musnidar et al., 2022).

The researcher also identified the above problems in the fifth grade at SDN 1 Sendangharjo. Based on observations and interviews, the researcher found issues in IPAS lessons where students were reluctant to read
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texts. Moreover, the lack of media in IPAS learning was also a problem. The learning media used for IPAS only included pictures, YouTube videos, and concrete objects from the surroundings. In the teaching process, teachers have not fully utilized technology-assisted learning media. Often, during IPAS lessons, students feel sleepy and bored because they just watch YouTube videos. In the teaching process, teachers only use the teacher's book, the student's book, and worksheets. However, the material coverage in the teacher's book and student's book is incomplete, leading to a lack of enthusiasm among students for learning and difficulties in understanding the material. These various issues impact the learning outcomes of students in IPAS. There are students whose scores are below the Minimum Mastery Criteria (KKM) set for IPAS learning. Data recap of student scores at SDN 1 Sendangharjo revealed that out of 24 students, 17 students (71%) did not meet the KKM, while 7 students (29%) met the KKM, which is set at 70.

The solution to overcome the above issues is to develop innovative, creative, and engaging technology-based learning media. Learning media can enhance students' interest and motivation, which is expected to improve their learning outcomes. This is supported by previous findings that state digital learning media can make learning more enjoyable and help students understand IPAS material (Aprilriyani & Mulyatna, 2021; Djamahar et al., 2023; Sunami & Aslam, 2021). One of the media that can be used to enhance IPAS learning is the Canva-based Digital Flipbook. A Digital Flipbook is a tool that serves as an intermediary to help educators deliver learning materials, apart from printed books, to students, making it easier and more motivating for students to read anywhere and anytime (Landina & Agustiana, 2022; Ristanto et al., 2020; Setianingrum et al., 2022). A Digital Flipbook is also described as an electronic book that can be opened like a printed book and is supported with images, instructional videos, audio, or other animations (Ula et al., 2023). The advantages of Digital Flipbooks include presenting learning materials in the form of sentences, images, and videos, with attractive colors to capture students' attention, easy accessibility anytime and anywhere, and the ability to increase students' learning activity (Gustina & Wibowo, 2020; Putra et al., 2023; Setianingrum et al., 2022).

The development of this Digital Flipbook learning media will be based on Canva. Canva is an application that can be designed and accessed using a smartphone or laptop online, equipped with various types of designs such as presentations, posters, brochures, templates, infographics, pamphlets, resumes, and YouTube thumbnails (Rustiman & Mahdi, 2021; Tanjung & Faiza, 2019). Canva is one application that can be used to design learning media. The available features can be developed as creatively as possible to make classroom learning more interactive and communicative, thus more enjoyable and easier to understand (Tri Wulandari & Adam Mudinillah, 2022). The advantages of Canva include increasing teachers' creativity in designing learning media, offering various graphic designs, templates, and animations, and being accessible via smartphone or laptop (Ilyas et al., 2023; Tanjung & Faiza, 2019). The use of technology for learning media like Canva-based Digital Flipbooks can attract students' interest and motivation to learn (Hidayah et al., 2023). Previous research findings indicate that Canva-based Digital Flipbooks can improve students' learning outcomes in science lessons and enhance critical thinking skills (Hardiansyah & Mulyadi, 2022; Suya et al., 2021). Additionally, this learning media can help students enhance their critical thinking skills in solving problems (Landina & Agustiana, 2022; Yomaki et al., 2023). The use of Canva-based Digital Flipbooks in IPAS learning is crucial to address issues, especially in materials that are still considered difficult by students (Hidayah et al., 2023; Qumillaila, 2022).

Based on this background, the researcher conducted a study to develop a Canva-based Digital Flipbook learning media to improve student learning outcomes on the respiratory system in IPAS subjects for fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo. The purpose of this research and development is to test the feasibility, practicality, and effectiveness of the developed product. The development of this Digital Flipbook uses the Canva application utilizing Heyzine Flipbooks features. This Digital Flipbook development can facilitate students as it can be accessed anytime and anywhere. The Digital Flipbook includes material from various sources, both written, video, and audio. This Digital Flipbook development will also incorporate instructional videos and practice questions that can be observed and worked on by students.

Method

The type of research used is Research & Development (R&D), which aims to produce a Canva-based Digital Flipbook learning media to improve the learning outcomes of the respiratory system material in the IPAS subject for fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo. In the research and development of the Canva-based Digital Flipbook learning media, the researcher follows a development procedure consisting of 5 steps: (1) Analysis; (2) Design; (3) Development; (4) Implementation; and (5) Evaluation (Sugiyono, 2019). The research scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.
conventional, resulting in students being less active in learning. Additionally, many fifth-grade students' science learning outcomes have not met the Minimum Competency Criteria (KKM), which is set at 70. Out of 24 students, only 7 (29%) met the KKM, while the remaining 17 (71%) did not.

The initial data collection conducted by the researcher included curriculum analysis through interviews with classroom teachers, revealing that the curriculum used is the 2013 Curriculum and the Independent Curriculum. Subsequently, a needs analysis was conducted using questionnaires distributed to teachers and students regarding the desired learning media. The data collection results showed that the material in teacher and student books is not comprehensive. Although teachers have used learning media, it has not been maximized to attract students' attention and motivation. The available teaching materials at the school also do not sufficiently meet the material needs.

Teachers need additional learning media to expand students' understanding of the respiratory system material. The learning media should be developed into an engaging Flipbook with color choices, images, and videos to improve student learning outcomes. Teachers need a technology-based Flipbook using digital media, specifically a Canva-based Digital Flipbook, with material suitable for the students' characteristics and language that is concise and clear for easy comprehension. Teachers suggested including more images and videos to help students understand the material better. Students need engaging learning media and agree to use a Canva-based Digital Flipbook with smartphones, laptops, or Chromebooks during learning. The material in the Digital Flipbook should include videos to enhance understanding, and the evaluation questions in the Digital Flipbook should be in multiple-choice format.

**Product Design**

The Digital Flipbook is designed according to the Learning Outcomes and Learning Objectives to be achieved in the IPAS subject on the respiratory system. The Digital Flipbook is designed with a concept that includes text, images, and videos suitable for the students' characteristics to be easily understood by them. The Digital Flipbook is created by preparing materials and designing through the Canva application.

**Product Development**

The designed Digital Flipbook, created through Canva, will be finalized in Heyzine Flipbooks for further editing, including the addition of videos and evaluation exercise links. The final product will be hosted on the web and shared with students via a link, requiring
internet access to use the Canva-based Digital Flipbook. The Canva-based Digital Flipbook comprises the following sections:
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The steps in designing a product include: 1. Preparation of materials, format, and layout for customized material design. 2. Creation of the product design. 3. Implementation of Canva, specifically Heyzine Flipbook, in the creation of the Digital Flipbook.

**Feasibility of Canva-Based Digital Flipbook Design Validation**

At this stage, the researcher will conduct product validation with competent media expert validators, including lecturers from the Primary School Teacher Education study program, material experts such as lecturers in the Natural Science subject from the Primary School Teacher Education study program, and language experts from the Indonesian Language and Literature Education study program, to test the feasibility of the product. After being evaluated by the validators, suggestions regarding the product developed by the researcher will be provided, allowing the researcher to revise the developed product.

**Table 1. Results of Expert Validation of the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feasibility Aspect</th>
<th>Validation Index (%)</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media Display</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 shows that the validation results provided by the validators are valid and fall into the criteria of feasible and very feasible. The Canva-based Digital Flipbook is declared valid in terms of overall media appearance, content, and language and is ready for trial. This aligns with other research, indicating that the validation results of Digital Flipbook development from media experts obtained a score of 89%, and from material experts obtained a score of 88.06%, both categorized as very feasible (Parinduri et al., 2022). These results demonstrate that the developed Digital Flipbook is feasible and can be used as an alternative additional learning media in the IPAS learning process in elementary schools. Other research also states that the validation results of Digital Flipbook development from material experts obtained a score of 88.95%, from media experts obtained a score of 90.57%, and from language experts obtained a score of 86.25% (Putra et al., 2023).

Design Revision

The researcher revises the design according to suggestions from media, material, and language experts. The suggestions from the media expert validator include completing the front cover with the subject identity and the researcher's identity layout, and adding a page for the advisor's profile. The suggestions from the material expert validator include adding character introductions and adjusting the first and second learning stimuli. The suggestions from the language expert validator involve correcting the text according to language rules, improving the layout of conversation texts, adding numbering to images, changing the gform link to bit.ly, and correcting the bibliography according to proper writing standards.
Practicality of Canva-Based Digital Flipbook (Product Trial) Implementation

This implementation is carried out with small-scale and large-scale trials. In the small-scale trial, there were 12 sixth-grade students selected heterogeneously based on their ability levels: 4 low-achieving students, 4 medium-achieving students, and 4 high-achieving students. After the students engage in the learning process, both students and teachers are provided with a response sheet containing 11 questions based on the Guttman scale, to be filled out according to their experience using the product developed by the researcher. The questionnaire has the following rating criteria: 1. Very positive if the score is 76%-100%, 2. Positive if the score is 51%-75%, 3. Fairly positive if the score is 26%-50%, 4. Less positive if the score is 0%-25%.

\[ NP = \frac{R}{SM} \times 100\% \] (1)

The calculation to measure the percentage of responses from teachers and students is as follows: to test the practicality of the Canva-based Digital Flipbook, questionnaires were distributed to gather responses from teachers and students covering two aspects: the presentation of content and technical quality, and the presentation of the media. These were further divided into four indicators: the presentation of content, the impact of the content on students, usage instructions, and the appearance of the media.

| Table 2. Teacher and Student Responses to the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook on a Small Scale |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Respondent Assessment | Information |
| Teacher | 100% | Very positive |
| Student | 97.5% | Very positive |

Table 2 shows that the responses from teachers and students to the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook are very positive, as they scored above 75%. Thus, the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook is deemed very positive and practical based on the 11 Guttman scale questions, as almost all questions scored a 1. Therefore, no product revisions were needed in the small-scale trial. This aligns with previous research indicating that teacher and student response questionnaires scoring above 75% show very positive results, meaning the Digital Flipbook is practical for use in learning (Handika et al., 2022; Hardiansyah & Mulyadi, 2022).

| Table 3. Teacher and Student Responses to the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook on a Large Scale |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Respondent Assessment | Information |
| Teacher | 100% | Very positive |
| Student | 99.2% | Very positive |
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Table 3 shows that the responses from teachers and students to the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook are very positive, as they scored above 75%. Thus, the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook is deemed very positive and practical based on the 11 Guttman scale questions, as almost all questions scored a 1. This aligns with previous research indicating that teacher and student response questionnaires scoring above 75% show very positive results, meaning the Digital Flipbook is practical for use in learning (Ula et al., 2023; Yulaikhoh et al., 2023).

**Effectiveness of Canva-Based Digital Flipbook Evaluation**

The evaluation was carried out on a large scale using the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook in the IPAS subject on the respiratory system to determine the effectiveness of the product based on student learning outcomes. The design used is a pre-experimental design with a one-group pretest-posttest model, where a pretest is given before the treatment and a posttest is given after the study.

| Table 4. Results of Normality Testing in Usage Trials |
|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Test type   | Average     | Average difference |
| Pretest     | 50.27       | 30.44        |
| Posttest    | 80.71       |              |

Based on Table 4, it is known that the average student learning outcomes show an increase of around 30.44 in large-scale product trials. The data shows that there are differences in student learning outcomes regarding the content of the science and sciences subject, respiratory system material in class V of SDN 1 Sendangharjo, there are differences before and after using the Canva-based Digital Flipbook. To find out the criteria for increasing the pretest and posttest average, N-Gain testing was carried out by comparing the difference between SMI and pretest.

| Table 5. Average N-Gain Test Results |
|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Average Difference N-Gain 30.44 | Criteria |
| 0.612 | Medium |

Based on Table 5, the average difference of 30.44 in the large-scale product trial indicates that the scores of fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo increased by an average of 0.612, which falls under the medium criterion. This average increase demonstrates that the use of the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook in teaching the respiratory system material in the IPAS subject for fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo successfully improved their learning outcomes. This finding aligns with other research showing that the development of a Canva-assisted Flipbook can capture students' attention and enhance their learning outcomes on the characteristics of living things (Rahmawati et al., 2022). Additionally, developing learning media using Canva can improve learning outcomes in the human locomotor system (Analicia & Yogica, 2021). The Flipbook learning media used in teaching the respiratory system in fifth-grade science classes can improve student learning outcomes at SDN 2 Kerobokan Kelod (Made et al., 2021).

The Flipbook learning media for the fifth-grade respiratory system material at SDN 3 Peninjoan can make students more active and interested in learning, thereby improving learning outcomes (Luh Nuryani et al., 2021). The development of technology-based Flipbook learning media can also enhance scientific literacy and achieve learning objectives (Roemintoyo & Budiarto, 2021; Sari & Ahmad, 2021). This is consistent with other research indicating that using Flipbook learning media can improve scientific literacy and critical thinking skills in science learning (Musnidar et al., 2022; Nurwidiyanti & Sari, 2022; Sumarmi et al., 2021). Furthermore, other studies have shown that the developed Digital Flipbook can enhance scientific literacy for elementary school students (Anas & Hasibuan, 2023; Landina & Agustiana, 2022). The research found an improvement in student learning outcomes after using the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook, categorized as "high." This indicates that the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook is suitable and effective for use in learning as it can improve learning outcomes, scientific literacy, and critical thinking skills.

**Conclusion**

Based on the research conducted, it can be concluded that the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook can improve learning outcomes and scientific literacy in the IPAS subject on the respiratory system for fifth-grade students at SDN 1 Sendangharjo. This is evidenced by the product validation results, which received an average score of 86.4% in the "very feasible" category. The analysis of pretest and posttest scores showed an average increase of 30.44, with an N-Gain of 0.612, categorized as medium. This proves that the Canva-Based Digital Flipbook is feasible, practical, and effective in enhancing the learning outcomes of fifth-grade students in the IPAS subject on the respiratory system.
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